
iecie Vidui – A Confession of Blessings  

by Rabbi Avi Weiss 
 

We have loved,  

We have blessed, 

We have grown, 

We have spoken positively. 

 

We have raised up, 

We have shown compassion, 

We have acted enthusiastically, 

We have been empathetic, 

We have cultivated truth. 

 

We have given good advice, 

We have respected, 

We have learned, 

We have forgiven,  

We have comforted,  

We have been creative, 

We have stirred, 

We have been spiritual activists, 

We have been just, 

We have longed for Israel. 

 

 

We have been merciful, 

We have given full effort, 

We have supported,  

We have contributed,  

We have repaired.  

	  

Melissa Scholten-Gutierrez: “Let us 
not only remember and confess 
our wrong doings, but also what 
we did right this year.”  

Rav Avraham Kook: “Just as there 
is great value to the confession of 
sins... there is also great value to 
the confession of mitzvot (our 
positive deeds), which gladdens 
the heart and strengthens the 
holy paths of life!”  
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, ּונְבַהָא
, ּונְכַרֵּב
, ּונְלַדָּג

יִפֹי ּונְרַּבִּד 

We have loved,

We have blessed,

We have grown,

We have spoken positively.

, ּוניִלֱעֶה
, ּונְסַחְו
, ּונְזַרֵז

, ּונְלַמָח
תֶמֱא ּונְחַּפִט 

We have raised up,

We have shown compassion,

We have acted enthusiastically,

We have been empathetic,

We have cultivated truth.

, בֹוט ּונְצַעָי 
, ּונְדַּבִּכ
, ּונְדַמָל
, ּונְלַחָמ
, ּונְמַחִנ
, ּונְלַלָס

, ּונְרַרֹוע
, ּונְלַעָּפ
, ּונְקַדָצ
ץֶרָאָל ּוניִּוִק 

We have given good advice,

We have respected,

We have learned,

We have forgiven,

We have comforted,

We have been creative,

We have stirred,

We have been spiritual activists,

We have been just,

We have longed for Israel.
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, ּונְמַחִר
, ּונְדַקָׁש
, ּונְכַמָּת
, ּונְמַרָּת

ּוּנַּקִּת

We have been merciful,

We have given full effort,

We have supported,

We have contributed,

We have repaired.

Melissa Scholten-Gutierrez writes, “Rav Avi spoke to us a few times as he was working through [composing] this

[vidui] and I am truly moved by it. Let us not only remember and confess our wrong doings, but also what we did

right this year.”

For another life affirming vidui, read Rabbi Binyamin Holtzman’s “http://opensiddur.org/prayers-for/special-

days/high-holy-days/yom-kippur/havidui-ha-mashlim-by-binyamin-holtzman/”>Complementary Vidui” inspired by the

teaching of Rav Kook that “just as there is great value to the confession of sins… there is also great value to the

confession of mitzvot (our positive deeds), which gladdens the heart and strengthens the holy paths of life!” (Ayn

Aya, tractate Maaser sheni, chapter 7, mishna 10).

“ יודו  | Vidui by Rabbi Avi Weiss” is shared by Avi Weiss with a Creative Commons

Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International copyleft license.

Avi Weiss

Avraham Haim Yosef (Avi) haCohen Weiss (Hebrew: סייוו ןהכה  ףסוי  םייח  םהרבא  ; born June 24,

1944) is an American Modern Orthodox ordained rabbi, author, teacher, lecturer, and activist. He

is the Founding Rabbi and served as Senior Rabbi of the Hebrew Institute of Riverdale (known as

“the Bayit”) in New York. Since his retirement in 2015, he has served as the Rabbi-in-Residence.

Rabbi Weiss is also the founding president of Yeshivat Chovevei Torah, a rabbinical seminary for

men that he refers to as "Open Orthodox", a term he coined to describe an offshoot of Modern Orthodoxy, and

founder of Yeshivat Maharat for women; co-founder of the International Rabbinical Fellowship, an Open Orthodox

rabbinical association founded as a liberal alternative to the Modern Orthodox Rabbinical Council of America, and

founder of the grassroots organization, Coalition for Jewish Concerns, AMCHA. In 2007, Rabbi Weiss was named

by Newsweek magazine as one of the fifty most influential rabbis in America, describing him as “Orthodox’s leading

activist and leader of the Modern Orthodox community.” He is the author of two books, Women at Prayer: A Halakhic

Analysis of Women’s Prayer Groups, and Principles of Spiritual Activism .
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Ashamnu – An Alphabet of Wrongdoing 
 
 
We abused and abandoned. 
We acted without thinking. 
 
We blamed others when we failed. 
We boasted and belittled. 
 
We coveted and corrupted. 
We coerced the weak to do our will. 
 
We drove away those we love with silence. 
We deceived and denied. 
 
We enticed and enslaved. 
We exalted money and material goods. 
 
We fouled air, sea, and land. 
We flattered and falsified. 
 
We gravitated to those who gossip. 
We gave up our ideals and gave in to our impulses. 
 
We hated and humiliated. 
We held grudges and refused to forgive. 
 
We ignored idolized. 
We insisted that we were right. 
 
We judged others rashly and wrongly. 
We were jealous and unjust. 
 
We killed; we were knowingly unkind. 
We kept to ourselves in the face of need. 
 
We lacked commitment to causes we espoused. 
We were lazy and we lied. 
 
We missed the mark and minimized our mistakes. 
We mocked what we did not understand. 

 
We neglected those who depend on us. 
We were negative and narcissistic. 
 
We overreached and overreacted, 
  Too often erupting in outbursts of anger. 
 
We poisoned and polluted. 
We perverted truth for personal gain. 
 
We quelled the voice of conscience within us. 
We quit too soon and quarreled too often. 
 
We ridiculed and resented; we refused to help. 
We rationalized our failings and our flaws. 
 
We spurned the wisdom of our tradition. 
We squabbled and we scorned. 
 
We talked to much or not enough. 
We traumatized our children with anger. 
 
We issued ultimatums and made ugly threats. 
We uttered untruths and undermined with 
cynicism. 
 
We were vain and vicious. 
We vilified foreigner and strangers. 
 
We wasted time, strength, and talent. 
We wallowed in self-pity, wished but did not act. 
 
We exploited and expropriated. 
We expected others to save the world. 
 
We yearned too much for prizes and praise,  
  And failed to share fully in the joy of Zion reborn. 
 
From Mishkan HaLev: Prayers for S’lichot and the Month of Elul (CCAR Press, 2017), 
pp. 128-129

 
 


